In Section II) we set up our mathematical problem and prove a theorem which will be used repeatedly. We shall see that the FAI,B is closely connected to an angle e I-Thich determj.nes a domain in the max t-plane within ,·rhjch the fixed-t polynclmial bound j.s assumed. VIe sr,all reduce the problem formally to that of a theory satisfying uniform fixed-t polynomial bound assumption) I-lhere the range of interaction depends on the energy. In Section III, ",<1e 8118.11 exhibit a potential model with its dOlrcain for polynomial bound enlarged as compared to the domain assumed by C-M; a::ns::qLEntly tmt tre FALB obtained is higher than that of C-U.-In Section IV) ve consider relativistic scattering amplitudes. Ttle discuss the additional constraint of simultaneous uni tarity in all channels. 'de show that the C-M resuit is consistent wi th this constraint, but is by no means the most general one. In particular, Wt= "heX! tbBt fora linear Regge s Theorem:
s If /T(s,t)/ ~ c sN(t) and 'l'(s,t) has the slngu.larity structures descrlbed above, then f(s, z ) s has a F'ALB, i.e.,
where I rr/28 • max (11.5 ) Thus the asymptotlc 10lver bound at a fixed angle derived here 1s connected to assumpU.ons on the domain specified by 8 In Section IV, we shall see that for a linear trajectory the angle N for all t on the first sheet. o ~ t ~ to} i·rhere to is the lowest t-channel .singularity. The value of N(t) for an arbitrary t is} in general} not Ll1ci-m. In most mod.el th . 13 eorles, N(t) is bounded for the ,{hole complex t-plane, as WdS shovm in the example in the preceding section. Ho'{ever, all these models could not incorporate simultaneous unitarity in·all channels.
It is a "Tell-known fact that a finite number of normal threshold singularities in one channel is inconsistent with unitarity in the cross-channel. As discussed in Ref. 9 , the existence of infinitely many multiparticle channels may have the effect of producing everrising Regge trajectories. If this is the case) N(t) will not be bounded as 1 t 1 _.> co.
Applying the theorem of Section II, Vie obtain a Im{er bound for
The existence of infinitely many multiparticle channels also limits the angle 8 to less than max Unfortunately, the data are not sufficient to make a meanj.ngful test on 
